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Students could expect tuition
increase beginning next year
Provost and Vice-President Academic Kathy
Shailer reveals market modifier proposals
in student consulation
Kaity Brown
Publishing Editor

David Reil
Contributor
Market modifiers may be coming
to MRU — Business, Science and
Nursing beware.
Kathy Shailer, Mount Royal
University’s Provost and Vice
President of Academic, facilitated
a presentation on post-secondary
market modifiers for students on
Oct. 2 in the Leacock Theater at
2 p.m.
This event was sparsely attended, which may have been a result
of the ineffective and untimely
(which could also be rightly assumed as purposely done so) advertising of the event by the administrators.
In fact, most were invited by
Eric Queenan, SAMRU President,
and the rest of the SAMRU
Executives, who worked hard to
get the word out to students by
handing out flyers that were asking, “Do you care about the cost
of your tuition?”
Queenan said that the main
point that he is trying to get
across is that students should
be able to come to MRU to study
what they want and not have to
choose what they can afford.
“If they come to university and
they get that far financially, then
they should have free reign of all
the programs and all the opportunities that are offered here,”
said Queenan.
“These proposals, if they get
through, will limit a student’s
ability to do so.”
Quennan says that he believes
that now students will reconsider
what they are able to do, in terms
of what program and even what
minor they want to pursue. He
says it is another barrier to open
education at the university.
Each of the programs offered
at MRU has a certain price to
run at. But the increases are not
going towards the more expensive programs. In fact, explains
Queenan, the business program
is one of the cheapest for the uni-

versity to run.
“The whole point of a Market
Modifier is to match the market,”
said Quennan. “So this is not
aimed at balancing out the cost
of a more expensive program.”
Shailer said that MRU is trying
to aim for their main competition, which is U of C, she said.
Included in the agenda was a
comparison between the average course price for MRU as compared to U of A, U of C, U of L and
MacEwan.
It shows that if the university goes ahead with the market
modifiers, courses at MRU could
potential increase from $494 (the
current standard charge for the
Business Administration, Science
and Nursing Courses for MRU) to
as much as $778 for the Business
program and $539 for the
Science and Nursing programs.
Shailer gave a presentation
that walked students through
the process of market modifiers
and although the event was advertised as a consultation, there
was really no room for a discussion, instead the university was
providing an information session
followed by a Q and A, where students viciously voiced their concerns.
Shailer revealed to students
that MRU will be applying to
the Alberta government to raise
the tuition of three programs:
Nursing, Science and Business
Administration. She said in her
presentation that the bulk of the
market modifier increase would
go into maintenance of existing
program costs, which continue to
increase year after year.
However, Quennan says that
he believes the market modifiers
won’t change the quality of education because that is what he
has seen in the past. In 2010, the
U of C experienced an increase to
tuition that did not reflect on the
quality of the education offered
to students.
“History repeats itself and I
truly believe that there won’t be
a concerted effort to put the extra money that comes from these
programs back into them. I think
that it is just going to get put into

the tuition fund.”
The changes are said to not
take effect until 2019. Not only
will they affect the three programs, they will also affect any
of the courses under those categories.
Students lined up and asked
hard-hitting questions to the administrators. One student even
remarked how he believed that
MRU was trying to “play with
the big kids” in terms of trying to
equate itself as another U of C or
U of A.
But being a young university
with small classes, something
that MRU prides itself on, trying
to compete and masquerade as
a bigger university isn’t working
with their communications plan.
Policy studies professor, David
Sabiston, explained that tuition
in Alberta was designed to match
the Consumer Price Index (CPI).
This calculation acts as a sample basket of goods and services
every Albertan uses. Based upon
how expensive this estimated bag
is from year to year, governments
and post-secondary institutions
gain a perspective as to what a
fair public tuition rate would be.
Although Sabiston was not
aware of any formula that is being used by the actors involved
with tuition modification, he said
he suspected that institutions
would be able to take advantage of the maximum allowable
amount they could ask for.
In fact, market modifiers do not
depend on the CPI at all. They
simply look at other institutions
throughout the country and see
what they’re charging for a program and in a sense ask, “why
can’t we charge the same?”
It could be that MRU’s hands
are tied in a way. During the
consultation, Shailer said market modifiers were suggested by
the government. If MRU refuse
their suggestion, how could they
expect the government to help
them with other funding alternatives.
Another “consultation” will
be held in the near future, said
Shailer, but the date has not yet
been decided.
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Mount Royal Provost and Vice President Academic
Kathy Shailer addresses a student during the question
period on Oct. 2.
Regardless, most students left
the consultation feeling overwhelmed, frustrated and powerless.
Students have organized a protest in an effort to show that students “hold grudges,” explained
protest organizer Laurie Gaal.
The “Fight The Tuition Hikes”
rally is something that students
have organized separately and
Queenan says that SAMRU fully
supports them as long as it is a
peaceful protest to help inform

students and to help inform the
university, and the government,
that this is not where students
want to go and that it will be
fought against.
“We are extremely excited that
students are getting this riled up
and that they are this still vocal
about such an important issue.”
“Fight The Tuition Hikes”
protest will be happening on
Thursday 11:30 a.m. at East Gate
Entrance.

Keep Calm and Write On
a message from your Students’ Association
Market Modifiers are coming to MRU and your student executives
are asking you to take up the fight for education at the price
students deserve
As students of Mount Royal University, we need to be
concerned with the current funding model for our institution.
If you look at the history of MRU’s funding, it is a long list of
unfulfilled promises from the provincial government. In 2009,
when MRU became a university, the institution was promised
a $13 million increase to its funding to cover the costs of
implementing the third year of undergraduate degrees
(funding which U of C, U of A, U of L and MacEwan all have),
but that money never came. In 2013, MRU received a 7.3 per
cent cut to its funding and this came after the promise in
2011 of 2 per cent increases over the next three years.
But why should we care? Currently, Mount Royal is facing
a $16 million deficit. Every time funding is cut it means that
students have to pay more for fewer programs and seats
and for fewer support services. It is a diminished educational
experience. This isn’t just about protecting our interests and
our money but about preserving the university which has
given so much to us as students. So what can we do? Write to
the Minister of Innovation and Advanced Education!
Your SAMRU Executives are launching a letter writing
campaign to send a message to the Alberta government to
demand a thorough investigation into the current funding
model for Alberta institutions. These inadequacies in funding
for Mount Royal University should be addressed immediately.
You can sign a copy of the letter or write your own and
submit it to us and we’ll mail it for you! Look for us in
Wyckham House and on Mainstreet this October or e-mail VP
External Seija at vpexternal@samru.ca or VP Student Life Zoe
at vpstudentlife@samru.ca for more information.
— your SAMRU Representation Executives:
Seija Roggeveen, Zoe Slusar, Erik Queenan, and Tristan Smyth
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De Grood’s
Bye-bye, beards
psychiatric
host Beard Shave Bonanza
evaluation may have Students
to fundraise for kids in need
publication ban
Amanda Ducheminsky

Defense fear release of
assessment could
jeopardize jury opinion
Dayla Brown
News Editor
According to an article released
by Global Calgary, Matthew de
Grood’s psychiatric evaluation
results could be banned from
publication.
De Grood is accused of five
counts of first-degree murder.
He is charged for the murders of
Zackariah Rathwell, 21, Jordan
Segura, 22, Josh Hunter, 23,
Kaitlin Perras, 23 and Lawrence
Hong, 27.
De Grood stabbed all five students at a party on University of
Calgary’s Bermuda Shorts Day,
a tradition celebrating the end
of classes on April 15 earlier this
year.
According to the article, both
the Crown and the defense are
requesting that the information be withheld from the public, fearing that the information
could cause prejudice in the jury
before the trial.
In another article released by
The Calgary Sun, in June, de
Grood was ordered a psychiatric
evaluation from the Crown to determine if he could not be held
criminally responsible for the
murders due to mental illness.
De Grood appeared in court
briefly via television screen.
He did not address the court.
According to the article, the
court was filled with family and
friends of the victims.
Crown prosecutor, Neil
Weiberg, said that the results of
the assessment won’t completely
be able to tell whether de Grood
can be charged or not. In the article, he said, “This is a witness
statement, it’s not a determination, the determination is made
by the jury.”
De Grood is expected to be
back in court on March 2, 2015
where he’ll undergo a two-week
long preliminary hearing to see
whether he can be criminally
charged or not.
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Sports Editor
Shaving your beard may not seem
like that big of a sacrifice, but
heads were lowered before the
men at the Beard Shave Bonanza
said good-bye to their beards.
Mount Royal University’s bearded
men shaved their majestic whiskers for charity on Saturday, Sept.
27 at The Hub.
“Being beardless is ver y
strange, but in a good way. It kind
of became a part of who I was and
I feel like I have to redefine my
identity,” says Travis Richardson,
event coordinator, now a barechinned beauty.
Richardson’s mom personally
did the honours of shaving her
son’s beard. He says his mom’s
feelings towards his facial hair
was how the idea for the fundraiser started.
“There are people out there
who absolutely can’t stand my
beard, [including] my mom, so I
figured that there would probably be some people willing to pay
money to have me shave it too.”
The buzzing event raised a total
of $3,261.04 for Brown Bagging 4
Calgary’s Kids (BB4CK) through
ticket sales, an auction and
“shave” or “no shave” change

boxes.
“The charity raises money to
provide healthy, bagged lunches
for kids in Calgary. We went with
BB4CK because the charity has a
very good track record with donations. This means that all the
money we raised on event night
will go directly towards helping
feed under privileged kids locally.
It is important for kids to not have
to worry when their next meal is,”
says Richardson.
The event sold out featuring
music from a variety of bands
who lent their time to the event
including: The Yukon Project,
Kristin and Alex, The Joko Band,
Belvue and White Chocolate
Thunder.
“The bands were amazing to
work with. The fact that they donated their time and money to
our team was just amazing,” says
Richardson.
The event team formed from
a few dedicated students, some
with beards others without. Key
contributors included Grant
Lahring, Norman Potter and
Katlyn Janz.
“We have had too many people
to name help us with this project
and the outpouring of support
from the Students Association has
been vital. We had a number of
students step up to the plate and

Students at highest
risk for identity theft
Predators can hack into your
accounts — and your lives
Jeff Kobar
Contributor
Prior to our cellphones and laptops, identity information was
stored in a wallet or safe but since
our information has now become
stashed on online networks, it is
easier to access.
Although this technological
advancement has allowed owners to have seamless and convenient access to their information,
it risks allowing others to access
it as well.
Mount Royal University professor Ritesh Narayan, of the
Department of Criminal Justice,
compares online theft to traditional stealing.
“If online information was like
a postcard going through the
mail, and someone has the right
The internet puts the world
at our fingertips, but it can
also take away who we are.

tools and intent to take it, online
identity theft can happen.”
Through online scams and other online set-ups, the host with
the information has power to use
it for whatever purpose.
As we use technology in our
everyday lives, law enforcement
struggles in regulating this newage crime.
According to MRU criminal justice professor Jennifer
Solinas, “Anyone can be targeted.
Whoever is [exposed] will be taken advantage of if someone wants
something.”
According to a study from
Carleton University, the most
common identity theft crime is
stolen credit card information.
Stolen personal information
happens through dating sites,
such as “phishing”, when scammers pretend to be legitimate
sources to attain personal information. Also through insider
fraud and social media such as
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The Beard Shave Bonanza brought in $3,261.04 for Brown
Bagging 4 Calgary’s Kids, which provides healthy bagged
lunches for local kids. Norman Potter, pictured above, said
‘bye-bye’ to his beard at the event.
help us with ticket sales and donations,” says Richardson.
He says the entire event team
was incredible.
“I can’t say enough about the
team of people that helped put
the event together. I have so
much gratitude for every person
that made this possible.”
Richardson hopes to do more
fun filled fundraising events in
the future for students.
“I am definitely planning to do

this again and hopefully in the
very near future we will sell out
all of Wyckham house.”
He does say that being beardless does have a few perks no
matter how sad it may have been
to shave it.
“It’s nice brushing my teeth
without getting toothpaste everywhere. The amount of shampoo
and conditioner I buy is also going to see a dramatic decrease.”

“scareware”, a tactic that tried to
convince computer owners that
a virus has hit their computer so
they have to download anti-virus
(which is actually the real virus).
Social media is the dominant
form in which identity theft happens, encouraging users to voluntarily share their information
including full name, hometown,
relationship status, school location and interests. These are sold
to advertisers so they can better
sell their product.
Much like the businesses that
want to sell products, identity
thieves also have access to this
information. Copying an identity, uploading photos used for
advertising and sharing too much
information has made people victims of theft.
“The consequences of identity theft can damage your credit
history, your reputation and can
delay your progress [financially].
The back tracking required can
take over a year to be dealt with
and is frustrating,” says Narayan.
Once this information is stolen and used, this crime can affect credit ratings and identity
records, which in return, affects
almost everything you do.
Understanding how personal
information is stolen is the only

way users become aware of their
responsibility over information
protection.
As the “Smoky Bear” of new
technology would say, “Only you
can prevent identity theft.”
“Communicators preventing
identity theft are in the news
and social media. Facebook and
Instagram should come with an
education kit or disclaimer warning people of the ramifications of
using their media,” says Narayan.
Online users are held accountable for what information they
share, making them accountable
for what an online thief possesses. Solinas has provided a
list on how to be protected from
identity theft: Think before you
share your information, check
your privacy settings frequently,
be prudent and scan your source,
know who you’re giving your information to, read site privacy
policies and review your online
activity.
“When travelling in a foreign
country, keep information close
to you. Be aware of everything
that you put out there.”
Being aware of identity theft is
the first step to preventing it.
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#MRU TWITTERSPHERE
@simpsonjessica_: The
second I sit down motivated
to do homework, I realize
I’m hungry #uniprobs #mru
#thispaperaintgonnawriteitself

@HockeyCarmen: The
atmosphere in the rink
is unlike any I’ve ever
seen. The #MRU chants
are great! #MRUmhockey
#cougnation

@Th3roux: We’re luxury, you
may have to pay more to
be luxurious. #MRU
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On potential

”

@jlwillynilly: The uni convenience
store owner knows me so well she
doesn’t ask anymore..I always
buy a can of coke..I should get
Sprite next time #mru

@CourtsOlsen: Finding parking is
harder than uni itself #mru

@sarahmmercer: School on
Sat #MRU when working ppl
get smarter and better paid!
#continuingeducation

Visit us online
at TheReflector.ca,
on Facebook or on
Twitter @ReflectThis

How do you feel about
online dating?
I tried it as a joke, I
had Tinder for
4 days and it was a
very funny and
interesting time.
Jack Powell
Sociology

I’m okay with it and
I’ve had some
good experiences.
Annie Hartle
Open Studies

I’ve had Tinder…it’s
interesting. It’s different
being at school; it’s
hard to meet people.
Zeina Agha
Business

“There’s no greater burden than
a great potential!”
At least that is what Linus famously said after his parents, his
teachers and the principal of the
school were upset with him and
disappointed in him when he
didn’t make the honour roll. They
all said the same thing: they are
“disappointed because [he] has
so much potential”.
Is potential a burden? Do you
feel that way?
The world’s your oyster, shoot
for the moon and you’ll land
among the stars and you can do
anything that you set your mind
to. While these are all positive
messages of hope and self-esteem, and they have the best of
intentions in mind, they put a bit
of pressure on a person.
What if you don’t make it?
What if there is something that
you were working towards really
hard but you missed the mark?
What will people think?
Maybe Linus was right.
Either way, here you are, reading this reflectorial. You are
wherever you are in life. But, you
have the potential to do anything
else. That’s still true, as cliché as
it sounds, you still can do anything you set your mind to — but
it doesn’t mean that it has to be
a burden.
Instead, it should come as a relief. It means that you can do it
because anyone can. Since anyone can do anything, it means
that you can anything as well.
It really isn’t to say that people
are not unique in their own way,
but that you can be whoever you
want to be because you have the
potential to do so.
Is your potential crushing you
because of the pressure? Well,
it’s not actually your potential.
That’s the pressure other people
are putting on you — maybe it’s
the pressure you are putting on
yourself.
Maybe you didn’t go for the
version of yourself that you really want to be and instead you
are reading this as the person
that you chose to be because you
thought that was the way you
aught to be.
The irony in what Linus said is
that his potential isn’t the burden,
it’s actually what makes everything okay. You can depend on
yourself. You’ll make it. It’s other
people’s perceptions that is the
burden. But don’t mind them,
they always like to ramble on
about other people.
You do you.
— The Reflector Staff

I think it’s alright.
Michael Ferianac
Marketing

Comments? Visit thereflector.ca
or in person at our
office in the basement
of Wyckham House.
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Taxi troubles
Does Calgary really
need more taxis?
Nina Grossman
Contributor
The taxi industry is a significant
employer for Calgary, providing jobs to over 1,500 drivers.
After city councilors pushed for
changes for the taxi industry of
Calgary, the city will be receiving 383 new cabs and drivers will
also be able to charge 8.1 per cent
more starting immediately.
Of those new taxis, 126 will be
on the streets by this December,
with the remainder being added
to the roster in March 2015.
For those who have struggled
to get a cab in the wee hours of
a Friday or Saturday morning,
this might sound like a good
idea. However, while some taxi
drivers are on board, many others believe that Calgary doesn’t
need more cabs, claiming it will
inhibit current driver’s ability to
make a fair wage while not aiding
customers.
The main time for shortages
is not surprising — the hours
between 1 - 3 a.m. on weekend
nights, when on-street observations find clusters of people
downtown looking for taxis.
This is not an uncommon occurrence in most cities, since
taxis are often

driving people from the downtown core to surrounding suburbs, taking longer to return for
more customers. The city would
need twice as many taxis during
that time frame in order to adequately serve all the customers,
but since Calgary is one of the cities with high amounts of vehicle
ownership, these taxis would
likely go unused during the rest
of the week. In fact, many of the
taxis Calgary currently has are
going unused during off times.
Data collected by the Calgary
Livery Transport Services is used
to evaluate the number of cabs
on the streets, but the data is inconclusive, displaying only the
number of meters running and
not necessarily where the taxis
are waiting, or the call response
time for customers ordering their
cab.
Gurdev Sekhon has been driving cabs in Calgary for about five
years and is a member of the
Taxi and Limousine Advisory
Committee (TLAC). He says that
the magic number of taxis needed in the city sits more around 61,
with seven being van cabs.
“Cabs are sitting
around you
all t he

time; the main problem is that
you cannot get connected to the
broker,” he says.
“The cab companies are charging a specific number each week
to the driver. Some of the bigger
companies are charging about
$400 a week, so they don’t have
any motivation to run the business.”
The major companies —
Mayfair, Associated and Yellow
Checker cabs — are naturally interested in putting more taxis on
the streets because it automatically, without fail, would boost
their income.
“If you (cab companies) are
making all this money each
month, each week into your bank
account, you are not worried if
drivers are making money, or if
customers are getting good service,” says Sekhon.
The TLAC pulled key information from data collected by the
City of Calgary, noting that citizen satisfaction with taxi drivers
is high, at 93 per cent, while satisfaction with the ability to speak
with a taxi dispatcher in a timely
manner is only 68 per cent.
Therefore, the problem may be
with the dispatching services and
not with the number of taxis on
the road.
“When a customer calls a cab
company, they do not know
which company would be the
fastest. For example, a customer
waits for a cab from one company while three more from other
brokers are already in the area
waiting for the
fare. One
central
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Getting a taxi in the city of Calgary is not always easy, especially if it’s at 3 a.m. Taxi companies may be happy about
adding more taxis to Calgary’s roster, but drivers say the
system needs to change.
dispatch system could make
things far more efficient.”
Sekhon says that there are
many taxis in the city’s core, often times far too many, and it’s
hindering drivers’ abilities to
make a fair wage. Current earning hours are only 29 per cent of
the total working hours of the
drivers, compared to an industry
average of 45 to 50 per cent. After
the fees that the drivers must pay
in order to run their taxis (including fuel, maintenance, insurance,
license and dispatch fees) there
is little left over for the driver as
actual income.
As a result, many drivers are
working extensive hours. Sekhon
says it can be a struggle to make
things work.
“I work 12 to 15 hours a day. I
don’t have

any family life and I have two kids
at home.”
Overall, it appears that the
taxi industry doesn’t need any
new additions, as most industry
stakeholders believe that clients
are being served in a timely and
professional way — with the exception of peak bar closing hours
and unavoidable occurrences like
snow storms. Increasing taxis in
our city might only benefit cab
company owners. It would leave
customers with the same call
waiting times and leave taxi drivers with a shortage in clients and
wages.
“It’s the system that needs
to change,” says Sekhon.
“Increasing the number of cabs
is not the solution.”
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‘User Replies
Selectively’
There’s more to online dating
than clicking a button
Kat Carrier
Contributor
A while back, I read an article called “Why Girls in Their
Twenties are Single and Remain
Single” by Joe Welkie. It pointed
out some hilarious facts about
dealing with women on online
dating sites. His argument that
women in their twenties have
very little dating success is mainly supported by his experience
with women who demand, “impress me” and “be witty” in their
profiles, while they themselves
lack wit and have the social skills
of a wall.
While I agree with some of
his points, there is one aspect of
online dating which Welkie fails
to recognize, which has been an
overwhelming part of my experience.
From the smorgasbord of dating apps and sites, my preference is OkCupid. I know Tinder
is where it’s at right now; it’s easy
and simple — swipe left for no,

swipe right if you think the person is hot.
The thing is, no one is taking
the time to read or even write in
the little “About Me” section and
they are just interested in looking
at pictures. Personally, I prefer
knowing that the people I’m messaging can chew gum and walk at
the same time before I say hello.
Plenty of Fish has an option for
extensive profile information;
however, it is notorious for being
filled with people just looking
for sex — which I am not. Thus,
OkCupid is the little cyber-love
lounge I frequent the most.
For example, after going online to check my messages for
10 minutes or so, the OkCupid
app told me that I’ve appeared
in 369 search results in the last
24 hours. 369! The longer I’m
online, the higher that number
jumps up and therefore the more
messages I get. After going online
for a short amount of time, it’s
not unusual that when I check in
again within a day or two, I will
have at least eight messages from

Take a load off, honey
What’s in your juicy by-product?
Caitlin Clow
Sex Columnist
There is always the daunting
question that has the power
to ruin any intimate moment:
should I spit, or swallow?
Well, perhaps after I tell you

what you are putting your mouth
you can be better prepped for any
sticky situation.
First and foremost, there is no
universal nutritional standard
for all men, because their special sauce is just that — special.
It is totally dependent on their
weight, age, diet and exercise,
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Do you spit or swallow? You may want to think twice before
singing “Don’t You Put It In Your Mouth.” ‘Man-juice’ is said
to have lots of vitamins and protein. How cum-tastic!

new people. From there, my message pool just keeps growing. I
shudder to think what would
happen if I accidentally left myself logged on for a whole day.
However, most of the messages
are not worth my time, and go
along the lines of, “Hey, how’s it
going?”
For anyone who is about to
send a message to someone online: I am going to say it is going good. Unless you are a good
friend who would be interested
to know what is really going on
in my life, it will always be going
good.
When you’re drowning in an
ever-expanding sea of messages
like these, the standards dictating who I have time to reply to
become harsher and harsher.
The ones who send me the “Hey,
how’s it going?” are almost always the first to be cut. It’s like
the Hunger Games of internet
dating.
This is why my profile tells visitors that “user replies selectively,”
and is perhaps why Welkie accuses the women of online dating of
having no social skills.
When so many messages are
flooding into my inbox, I don’t
have time to check every single
profile and see if Mr. or Miss Hey,
How’s It Going actually has something in common with me.
I can either just ignore the
message or reply with an equally
non-descript message and that
conversation is just not worth
the effort. The best messages I’ve
ever received on OkCupid are the

meaning that every man will
have their own unique flavour.
But in this teaspoon-sized
serving you can expect between
five and 25 calories, consisting of sperm (of course), water,
chlorine, vitamin C, calcium,
fructose, lactic and citric acid,
sodium, phosphorous, zinc and
vitamin B12 — wow, what a
mouthful.
According to an article on
PubMed.org published in the
80s, there are over 200 types of
protein flowing through your
man’s pipework before erupting
like a volcano, but there is only
a minimal amount of protein in
each explosion, meaning that
a shot in the mouth is not the
fantastical ‘n’ magical protein
shake everyone thought it was.
Disappointing, indeed.
There are some ways to increase the sweetness of his sweet
lovin’. Diet is the main culprit, so
skip the meats and hit the salad
bar and already you’ll be producing more of the sweet stuff, as it
will be more watery and fructosebased. The juice will flow freely
and run clearer than its meaty
counterpart, which appears more
goopy and white.
Condoms are a fun choice for
changing up the taste and it leads

Photo illustration: Albina Khouzina

Online dating is considered normal in today’s society. You
have a wide range of people at your fingertips, but it’s important to remember that you actually need to interact with
them — you can’t ‘swipe right’ to like a person in real life.
ones that reference the things I’m
doing in my photos or the information I’ve written in my profile.
I do actually instigate conversations too. I use that tactic of
commenting on something significant about the person’s profile, and have been lucky enough
to have decent conversations
about books, music and television
shows with a lot of people.
Messages don’t have to be
funny, witty or even nice to get
attention either. If you tell me
that you think Batman is shit
and Superman is where it’s at,

I will defend my Dark Knight to
the death. As a result, we’ll have
a damn good conversation and
maybe, just maybe, we’ll actually want to meet each other in
the real world.
Welkie’s argument is that a
combination of issues — including having the social skills of a
wet mop — is the reason why
some women in their twenties are
in a perpetual state of “forever
alone,” but I’m willing to bet that
Mr. Hey, How’s It Going is in the
same boat.

to a quicker cleanup. Plus, as a
bonus you can completely avoid
the spit or swallow dilemma.
If the taste of minty balloons
isn’t for you try Sex Tarts. It is a
seriously delicious water-based
lube. Sex Tarts sells for about $11
a tube and they have Cherry Cola
flavour. Seriously. Oh, and Fuzzy
Peach.
Getting a quick blast in the
face can have the façade of being
pretty disrespectful, but if you’re
into it, there are a few anti-aging
agents in his baby batter that can
help tighten and moisturize.
In fact, back in 2012 a
Norwegian company called
Bioforskning created a skin
cream using spermine. Shortly
after they did that, New York
City’s Townhouse Spa quickly
added the sticky stuff to their list
of specials. They were charging
around $250 when they offered
the facials, but now they run for
about $125 at another NYC spa
called Graceful Services Spa.
That being said, if you decide
to do the home treatment remember there is testosterone
flowing freely in that liquid love,
which can cause acne, so be sure
to clean thoroughly for a tight
and bright facial.
Ultimately, sploosh is a bitch to

get out of your hair — as we’ve all
seen in the cult classic film There
is Something About Mary — so
the moral to that story is men:
be nice, pay your respects, ask
permission and for God’s sake,
aim. You have just received quite
the service so don’t pressure your
lover to swallow if they don’t
want to.
In the end, it’s their call.

To read more
columns, visit
us online at
TheReflector.ca!
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Your Students' Association

students’ association
of mount royal university

LADIES, GENTLEMEN + GENDER OUTLAWS OF ALL KINDS:
SAMRU ’S PRIDE CENTRE PRESENTS

GENDER BENDER

We Are Not Geeks Or Nerds.
Just Professionals.
As Calgary’s leading computer service and repair company, Tech Squad
will resolve any technical issues you bring to us in an extremely timely and
professional manner. It is as simple as that! Our commitment to you, our
customer, is to deliver the kind of exceptional service you will not receive
from any other computer repair company period.
Rm. Z007, Copywrite, Wyckham House basement
Phone: (403) 536-4300, Email: info@techsquad.ca
Hours of Operation
Monday to Friday: 9am - 4pm, Saturday and Sunday: Closed

Presents

Your Students’ Association:
Bringing you the ultimate student experience

samruBuzz
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Religion in
the classroom
Are you comfortable talking with
your professors about your faith?
Maria Carbajal

just trying to incorporate it into
a classroom setting, which most
Faith Columnist
seem to avoid doing.
Sure, there were things that we
Last year, after my first class, I disagreed on, but there should be
Photo illustration: Albina Khouzina
left the room already angry at my room for debate in the classroom
Do religion and the classroom go together? In the place of higher learning, does what you
professor. I immediately made an and I never again felt that he was
believe matter?
appointment with the Diversity attacking anyone’s religious beand Human Rights office to make liefs. I grew an appreciation for
a complaint.
the fact that he was not afraid to
I was so disappointed be- discuss religion and I think that it
cause all t he ratings on challenged me in a positive way.
RateMyProfessor raved about
One of the biggest moments in
how wonderful this professor that class that made me realize
was.
this professor cared about me
However, I did not see what- was when he began to say someever those people saw. Instead, I thing about religion. I stepped in
had to sit through three hours of and said that I was Catholic and
my professor ridiculing multiple he backtracked, maybe realizing
religions, which included my that what he was going to say
own and those of my classmates. would offend some of his stuI was not the only one upset; dents. It made me realize that the
many of my classmates left the discussion was a two-way street
room fuming and dreading go- — students can also challenge
ing back to that class.
their professors. That is what
My appointment with Diversity education should be about.
and Human Rights was disapThese instances made me
pointing at the time, since I wonder if students often had a
was told that my professor’s relationship with their teachers
comments were just words, not regarding their personal religious
threats, and that since he hadn’t beliefs. Perhaps with the excepmistreated or marked us poorly tion of sociology or religions
because of our religious beliefs, studies professors, who discuss
there was no case for discrimina- it for academic purposes only,
tion.
rather than expressing personal
However, in the end I was opinions, it isn’t a common topic
thankful that the complaint was in the classroom.
DR. RONDA SALLOUM, DR. CHRISTOPHER ORR, DR. AMREESH KHANNA,
not taken seriously as things
Jasmin Bradley, a business
DR. REKHA PARAJULI, DR. ALANA CARTWRIGHT, DR. SUSAN LAFLEUR,
drastically changed and I started student at MRU, said she thinks
DR. LAURA METCALFE, DR. ZAINAB BAGHDADI,
to look forward to that class. that professors, “kind of avoid
The change happened because the topic of religion.”
DR. OSCAR RENISON, DR. JAMES PENG
throughout the experience I
Despite not communicating
quickly realized that this profes- their views on religion, Bradley
sor was not purposely tearing says she believes that professors
down religion, but he was instead are “generally welcoming” and
that thankfully she has never noticed discrimination from them.
I feel that I learned from my
originally negative experience
is h i r i n g T U TO R S
with my professor. I was conDo you want to make a difference?
vinced that I would dread that
Do you want to make a difference?
class every week, but I soon
Could you use some extra $$$ every
month?
Could
you use some extra $$$ every month? learned that he was a very caring
Business ishiring
booming
and we are curTUTORS
Business isisbooming
and we are currently person. Once he got to know his
rently experiencing a high demand for
students, he took care to think of
experiencing
a Do
high
demand
tutors in your area.
you want
to make for
a difference?
tutors in
your
area.
our feelings. Most professors do
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levels. levels.
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Full
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Full
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especially at Mount Royal.
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then
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70%
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then we
wouldto
love
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you.
we would
love
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from
from an outside source like the
part-time
Conveniently located in the
counselors in Wellness Services
(from 1-2 hours/week)
part-time
We extract wisdom teeth
(from
1-2 hours/week)
flexible
hours
Centre or the Multi-faith
Brentwood Village Mall close to the Brentclose to home
in our office
Chaplaincy because nobody
wood and University C-Train Stations
flexible hours
$17-$25/hr
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close to home
against.
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GENERAL DENTISTRY PRACTICE

Mount Royal students
enrolled in the SAMRU
health and dental plan are
covered at Brentwood
Village Dental Clinic

NO NEED TO PAY UP
FRONT FOR COVERED
SERVICES

We bill student’s
insurance directly
We directly bill most insurance
companies even if you’re not
covered by SAMRU’s student
insurance plan

Monday - Friday 8 am - 9 pm Saturday 8 am - 6 pm
3630 Brentwood Road NW 403-210-5050

For morecareers@educationwise.ca
information please call or email:
(403) 228-0081
$17-$25/hr
careers@educationwise.ca
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arts

Arts Editor
Kari Pedersen
artseditor@thereflector.ca

Alberta bands given a
chance to shine

Peak Performance Project challenges
local music hopefuls

Photo: Claire Bourgeois

Trevor Mann, the lead vocalist of Scenic Route to Alaska,
performing at The Republik nightclub.

of-a-kind competition made up
of multiple sections including: a
boot camp (a full week of musical instruction and recording),
local performances and different
showcases.
“We realized that pretty much
every band we look up to in the
indie, folk-rock scene from B.C.
has come through this program,”
explains Trevor Mann, competitor and lead vocalist of Scenic
Route to Alaska.
His band, along with The Royal
Foundry and SAVK, performed

on Sept. 25 at The Republik
nightclub as part of the project.
These showcases, running from
late September through October,
are judged by a group of music
industry professionals. Their verdicts, combined with the score of
other challenges and public voting, will determine the top three
bands. The winner will be chosen
from those three and awarded
the $100,000.
“Because we’re such a new
band, touring is something we
have very little experience in. So

being able to fortify an entire tour
would just be awesome. There
are so many things I’d love to
do if we won,” explains Bethany
Salte of The Royal Foundry.
“Another cool thing about this
is that it’s not just like, blow it on
whatever you want. They have
strict guidelines as to what you
can use the money for.”
This, among many other rules
and guidelines is The Peak’s way
of ensuring that this is not only a
competition, but a way for musicians to grow.
When asked what the highlight
of the project has been so far,
most said it was the boot camp.
“Just being able to connect
with bands at boot camp and
talk tours with other bands who

Event:

Music:

Art:

Photo: Claire Bourgeois

The Royal Foundry competed at the Peak Performance Project against 12 other artists.

Claire Bourgeois
Contributor
For the first time, The Peak
Performance Project, a $4.9 million-dollar competition in which
12 artists compete for $100,000,
has branched out from British
Columbia and has started up in
Calgary.
Hosted by The Peak 95.3,
Calgary’s newest alternative rock
radio station, the project is a one-

OUT’N
ABOUT

Adults only Crime and
Punishment night at Telus
Spark centre takes place
Oct. 9. Participants will
have the opportunity to
unleash their inner crime
investigator. Tickets are
$20 available through
sparkscience.com.

TD jazz series presents
Maceo Parker will play the
Jack Singer concert hall.
This event will feature
dancing, and unique jazz
music. Tickets range from
$29-$69 and are available
through epcorcentre.org

Angela Leach: Another
Round — a highly respected
artist from Toronto, Leach
is showing her pieces
of optical illusion, and
50’s inspired work and
geometric abstraction. The
show runs until Oct. 11 at
Herringer Kiss gallery.

have been around so much longer than we have has been great.”
says Salte, “It’s really sweet the
kinds of lasting connections we
were able to make there.”
According to Scenic Route to
Alaska, “It was like Hogwarts, for
music.” The boot camp was a major part of this project, mainly because it inspired so much growth
and will help determine the winner, once the last six bands perform at their showcases.
The next two Peak
Performance showcases will be
at The Republik on Oct. 9 and
Oct. 16. Judging from the performances of SAVK, Scenic Route to
Alaska and The Royal Foundry,
competition for the prize will be
fierce.

Dance:

Fluid Festival runs Oct. 14
– Oct. 26 at various times
and locations. The show,
dedicated to the evolution
of dance, is a great place
to experience a variety
of dance styles. Visit
springboardperformance.com.
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Home-grown film draws crowd to
Calgary International Film Festival
Jewel Fools generates support
for local film industry

When it comes to an incredible coffee, latte
or espresso experience, Caffè Artigiano is in a
league of its own.
Regarded as North America’s premier coffee-house
chain, Caffè Artigiano launched in Vancouver in
December 1999 with a vision of an Italian-style
coffee house and bistro that offered superior
coffee, excellent food and a lively-yet-comfortable
atmosphere.
Today, the company famous for its stunning
‘latte art’—a unique rosetta, tulip or heart atop
each cappuccino and latte served—offers a warm
atmosphere rich with rustic-meets-contemporary
Italian flare.
Of course, it all starts with the best beans. Caffè
Artigiano sources and purchases only the finest
coffee beans from select farms around the world.
Join us for the coffee, the lattes and the espresso,
and stay for the food and atmosphere.

Jeff Kobar
Contributor
This year’s Calgary International
Film Festival (CIFF) included
over 200 different films from over
40 different countries, several of
them Calgarian and among them
Jewel Fools, a Guy Ritchie-goesBollywood type of film.
With a handful of those films
hailing from Canada, I was able
to watch Calgary’s own independent film. Out of the documentaries, galas, comedies and action flicks, I stumbled upon this,
filmed in Calgary.
The comedy Jewels Fools follows Dennis Boumedienne’s pathetic attempt to propose to his
stuck-up girlfriend after finishing university. Dennis’ pothead
friends, plus the ring being stolen, prevent this from happening.
Acts II and III of the film bring in
a jewel thief, a chubby hit-man
and an epic kitchen fight with
spatulas.
Each act also included a
Bollywood dance-off with an outstanding score. With elements of
Superbad, Harold and Kumar Go
To Whitecastle, Snatch, some jabs
at Calgary (“Fucking mosquitos”

and “It’s September why is there
snow?”), and a touch of blood,
the crowd thoroughly enjoyed
the film.
The Calgary-based film created
an authentic connection between
the viewers that could not be recreated with a mainstream film.
The brother directors, Bhaveek
and Jashan Makan, are hosts to
their own YouTube channel —
Rendering Glint Films — with
over 5,000 subscribers.
The cast and crew that made
the film thanked their audience
at the end and you could tell the
crowd was anticipating an entry for next year. Apart from the
shaky cameras and at times unfocused shots, the directors are
creating a loyal fan base.
As they answered in the Q and
A at the end, this big screen film
was first for both of them, although it would be great to see
Calgary’s own make it to bigger
screens.

www.caffeartigiano.com
JOIN US FOR AN INCREDIBLE COFFEE AND ESPRESSO
EXPERIENCE AT OUR NEW CAFÉ
Caffè Artigiano Westmount
5010 Richard Road S.W. (across from Mount Royal University)

MONDAY

INDY WEDNESDAYS

SHOWCASE SUNDAYS

Drum & DJ
Gucchi
DJ SPARX
Featuring:
LUSH DANCERS
99¢ Draught
$4.00 HiBalls

$5.00

$5.00

PINTS Pabst

Blue
Ribbon
Oct.15 HODGIE & THE
BARBARIANS
CLAYMORE
Oct.22 MIKE WATSON
BAND
BLUESSMYTHE

PINTS Pabst

Blue
Ribbon
Oct.12 BROKEN TOYZ
Oct.19 BETTY SUE’S A TRAMP
SAINTS & SINNERS

TUESDAY

THURSDAY - SATURDAY

BROKEN TOYZ
80’s Metal at it’s BEST

Oct. 9 - 11
CURIOUS GEORGE
Oct. 16 - 18
PLAYGROUND ZONE

LIVE 7 NIGHTS A WEEK
1324 - 17 AVE SW.
Follow us on facebook @ Morgan’s Pub - MorgansPubCalgary.com

Photo courtesy: Facebook

The 2014 Calgary International Film Festival was host to
a wide variety of independent films from all over, including Jewel Fools, described by Reflector contributor Jeff
Kobar as a ‘Guy-Ritchie-goes-Bollywood’ type of film.
Jewel Fools’ production company, Rendering Glint Films,
has over 5,000 subscribers on their YouTube channel.
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Literary junkies,
unite!
19th annual Wordfest full of
events to get brains working
and pens moving

Photo: Sasha Semenoff

Enjoy sticking sculptures from diverse artists, featured at a local gallery. Go and relish the
contemporary pieces, free of charge.

Sculptural
showcase
Local gallery presents new works by
notable Canadian artists
Kari Pedersen

Sasha Semenoff

Arts Editor

Contributor
Photo courtesy: Facebook

Calgary’s annual literary event is back in the city. Wordfest
offers everything from readings to workshops for all.
This month, the 19th annual
Wordfest will take over the
Calgary literary scene once again.
From Oct. 14 - 19 — events will
have literary junkies salivating
while attempting to attend as
many as possible. Wordfest has
everything from author readings
and workshops, to a Literary
Death Match and brunch. Here
is The Reflector’s run-down of
events you can’t miss.

Writing non-fiction
with Ted Bishop
This workshop-style event is the
perfect place to advance your
non-fiction writing skills. The
event, hosted by author of bestselling Canadian book Riding
with Rilke, will be a great place
to learn about writing from the
writer’s perspective. Tickets are
$25 and the workshop takes
place at Loft 112.

Novel presentations
at MRU
Getting involved with the
Wordfest activities can’t be any
easier, with events taking place
right here at Mount Royal.
David Galgut and Christos
Tsiolkas will be on campus Oct.
16 to present their novels. Both

novels are very different in context but similar in their explorations. This is an event that has
some deep roots to it and is sure
to lead to in-depth discussions.

A popular event in
The Reflector office
Literary Death Match takes
place on Oct. 17 at the Flanagan
theatre. At this aptly named
event, you can expect both
literary and performance based
Def Poetry Jams, American Idol
style judging and no shortage of
Double Dares. Tickets are $25.
(Check back in the next issue for
a review of this ‘Flec fave.)

Books and Brunch
This event includes breakfast
and discussions with authors Emily St. John Mandel,
Jacqueline Baker and Louise
Welsh as they explain the
background behind their most
complex characters. This event
takes place in Banff on Oct. 19
and is $35, but includes brunch
If any of these literary-genius’
events catch your eye or for a
full list of events, please visit
wordfest.com.

The latest exhibition filling the
space of the Trépanier Baer
gallery is quite simply titled
“Sculpture”. It is a decidedly
telling title for the collection on
display: an eclectic assortment
of sculptural works created by an
impressive array of vastly different Canadian artists.
The pieces have in common an
underlying contemporary sensibility and despite the fact that on
the exterior they may have very
little in common, they all seem
to share a narrative: a distinctly
Canadian ethos.
“I’ve been wanting to do a
group sculpture exhibition for
some time. I wanted to speak
about how sculpture expresses
itself. This show is representing
the different approaches to that
medium — using different materials, different subject matter,”
says Yves Trépanier, who along
with partner Kevin Baer is the
owner of the gallery.
Trépanier is acutely aware
of the current Canadian artistic landscape and maintains a
marked sensitivity for the works
he chooses to bring in and the implications they carry.
His gallery is an interesting
hybrid. It is a commercial gallery
that has all the charming and
challenging qualities of any given
distinguished art space, which is
unique — at least in Calgary —
where many commercial galleries still feature works that at
best tread on the safe side, and

Photo: Sasha Semenoff

“Sculpture” runs at Trépanier Baer Gallery through Nov. 1.
Admission is free.
at worst are bland and devoid of
ingenuity.
“We simply don’t see enough
sculpture in commercial galleries,
as a rule. It’s hard to sell. People
tend to like two-dimensional
things, they’re easier to handle.
Doing a show like this is difficult
— it’s complex — but our gallery
tends to take those kinds of risks
on a regular basis and if you’re
going to put on a great show you
need to move out of your comfort
zone,” says Trépanier.
The works are striking in their
scope. A wide range of materials
and textures are conjured, often
in completely unexpected ways.
Sonny Assu’s piece (B)Longing,
which appears at first glance to
be made of wood, is actually revealed upon closer inspection
to be cast completely of bronze,
while James Carl’s jalousie is
composed entirely of venetian
blind slats that have bent into a
remarkable curvilinear form reminiscent of an early Henry Moore
sculpture. In stark contrast, Greg
Murdock’s colourful geometric

structures Polybedron IX and XIV
evoke a congruous linearity, like
a painting translated into three
dimensions.
The artists themselves are just
as diverse as their works. The
artists come from a wide range
of backgrounds, including men,
women and indigenous artists;
well-known, world-renowned
sculptors, such as former ACAD
graduate Evan Penny, feature
alongside more up-and-coming
artists such as DaveandJenn.
“These are all practicing
Canadian artists. Some are young
and emerging, others are very
well established, some in mid
career. We’ve got the gamut,”
Trépanier says.
And despite its inherent risks,
“Sculpture” certainly yields a
high return, not simply in a monetary sense, but as another fine
gesture in Calgary’s burgeoning
art scene.
“Sculpture” runs at Trépanier
Baer Gallery, 105 999 - 8 Street
S.W., through Nov. 1. Admission
is free.
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Dropkick Murphys nail
Calgary performance
Diehard fans rock out at
highly-anticipated show

Caribou
Our Love
City SlangMerge
Score: B+
Dan Snaith as Caribou has always made intelligent and sophisticated electronic music. His
latest effort, Our Love, is no exception.
Our Love is a solid record and a
clear evolution of his constantly
changing style. Not unlike its
predecessor, Swim, this album
concerns itself with isolating the
essential elements of Snaith’s
own sometimes meditative, often mesmerizing interpretation
of dance music.
Our Love strips away many of

the excesses of previous releases;
gone are the nods to the 60s psychedelia. In their place, is a crisp
but spare production, coupled
with an incessant repetitiveness
and inherent danceability.
At some points in the album
though, it seems as if nearly too
much has been taken away.
Our Love still captivates —
perhaps not at the same dizzying
heights of its predecessor — but
still a solid effort.
— Sasha Semenoff

Leonard
Cohen
Popular Problems
Columbia
Score: A
Photo: Ali Hardstaff

The Dropkick Murphys, an American Celtic punk band, played to diehard fans of all ages at
the MacEwan Ballroom. The band even brought some fans up on stage with them.

Ali Hardstaff
Contributor
The Dropkick Murphys are an
American Celtic punk band that
the city of Calgary was eager to
witness.
On Sept. 26, the MacEwan
Ballroom, at the University of
Calgary, drew in fanatics of all
ages. The beer gardens were
filled with sticky puddles, countless empties and featured a perfect view of the stage. Shouts
of, “Dropkick Murphys fucking
rule!” and “They are nailing it!”
echoed throughout the room.
Apparently, the band nails it
wherever and whenever they
perform, according to 30-yearold Scott Holgen from Toronto,
who saw them there five years
ago.
“It was crazy, but this is intense! This is great! We got
caught up in the mosh pit for 20
minutes. I was loving it!”
Which was the same for the
young adults with bandanas and
mohawks pushing their way to
the mosh pit, which started as
soon as the band walked into
view.
The mohawks were joined

with drunken middle-aged ladies that would continuously
sway into their gentlemen
friends, the ten-year-olds on
their dad’s shoulders yelling every lyric, the guy dancing ceaselessly with his crutches — the
vast majority flaunting their
Dropkick Murphys t-shirts or
flags.
“Not even the side stage is
safe,” laughs Aman Gill, after
lead vocalist Ken Casey announces “Tessie,” by shouting
to the crowd, “We had to go sit
through a Calgary Flames preseason game, so the least you
could do is give us three minutes
of your time and let us play a
song about baseball!”
The bagpipes, flute and accordion ignited the stage as smoke
puffs came up from the throng,
while the crowd surfers were
constantly being pulled by the
security guards.
But they couldn’t pull Holgen
out of the crowd, he tells The Reflector.
“Hell no they can’t keep me
out of there! I just took my shirt
off so I was slippery!”
Tyler Middleton and Chris
Lynch from X92.9 Calgary’s Alternative were also present at
the show — as present as they

could be with the tallboy cans
that they were double fisting.
But Lynch’s screaming version
of “I’m Shipping Out to Boston,”
and Middleton claiming he was
a bigger fan of the band than
Lynch, was proof that the two
were among the fan base.
“They are not the most creative lyricists or songwriters
of all time, but definitely very
creative partiers that just want
to make sure you have a good
time,” explains Middleton.
Which is what they did to the
very end of the show, as they
came out for their encore with
several more songs and covers,
including, “Kiss Me I’m Shitfaced,” “Taking Care of Business” and “Blitzkrieg Bop.”
The band was even letting the
crowd join them, until there was
at least 30 fans rocking out on
stage for the encore, with the
signs, ‘Put your camera away
and enjoy the moment,’ and
‘Only a jackass takes selfies on
stage,’ flashing on the screen.
“I don’t think they can do
wrong,” says Middleton. “They
could try to be assholes and be
as shitty as they want and still be
fantastic.”

On Sept. 21, Leonard Cohen
turned 80 years old and released
a new CD.
Popular Problems is the perfect
title for Cohen’s latest release.
He covers betrayal, war, famine,
indigenous treaties and more.
He sounds like he smoked two
packs of cigarettes a day and ate
gravel for breakfast, lunch and
dinner. Even more badass, he
performs more poetry than he

sings, and a the heavenly female
vocals in the background will
make your eardrums tingle.
Don’t get me wrong, you probably wont listen to it in the car
with your friends, but if you feel
like closing your eyes and getting lost in stories of an old man,
this is the album for you.
— Matt Sutton

Hilary Grist
Come & Go
Self-released
Score: A

Hilary Grist inspires on her sophomore album, Come & Go.
The album is easy to listen to,
which is a testament to Grist’s
delicate vocals and catchy, yet
appropriately crafted melodies.
Each song on Come & Go draws
you in and, before you know it,
the album is playing over again.
Lead track, “Come & Go” kickstarts the album with poetic lyrics and prominent percussions,
which almost hammer the songs

cautionary message into your
head.
Things start to slow down with
“The Trade,” and its thoughtprovoking chorus.
Come & Go is worth checking
out. Grist has a sound which is
universal, engaging and charming.
— Ato Baako

sports

Sports Editor
Amanda Ducheminsky
sportseditor@thereflector.ca

10 reasons to start your
Saturday nights at the rink
Coach Bert Gilling and fans speak up about Cougars hockey

Amanda Ducheminsky

lence. Taking people to games
that may not know much about
hockey provides a ton of conversation points too. You can even
purchase some decent food and
grab a few drinks all in one stop.
Where the night takes you after
is up to you — maybe you might
even score.

Sports Editor
The Cougars men’s hockey team
destroyed their University of
Lethbridge opponents 7 – 0 on
Saturday, Sept. 27. The women’s
team won their second game,
on Oct. 5, against the University
of Calgary in a shoot out. This
year’s teams mean business during their first season as full Canadian Interuniversity Sport members. For hockey fans, students
and non-fans alike, Mount Royal
University hockey is a great way
to kick start your weekend. Have
you ever been to a game?
Walk down the halls of MRU
and unless you’re reading the
posters, it’s hard to tell that it’s
game day. Unlike other universities, blue and white pride is nowhere to be seen.
Bert Gilling is the new men’s
hockey coach. MRU’s fan base
is a lot different than what he’s
used to, having coached for 19
years in the United States.
“There is tremendous support
and pride in the U.S. for high
school and collegiate sports.
Athletics are celebrated and are
often viewed as the front-porch
to those institutions. Campus
students would line-up for hours
to get the premium seats for the
student section,” says Gilling.
He is responsible for getting
the guys game day ready, but
Gilling is also is actively involved
in student and alumni engagement. He says that any school
can build its sports pride and
that MRU is no different.
“I’d say that MRU has the
potential for a very strong fan
base. I see the images from the
Crowchild Classic game, at the
Scotiabank Saddledome, of
around 6,000 students mostly
decked out in blue and white,
cheering and having a great
time. I see evidence of what it
could be here all the time.”
It only takes one day to catch
the hockey fever. Here are 10
reasons why you should start
your Saturday night at a Cougars
hockey game and show your
pride a bit more this season:

8. You can network

Photo: Jeff Kobar

Support your school and show some spirit by making the MRU hockey game the place to be.
Nikki Golding (fourth from the right) and her friends came out to show their school spirit.

1. It saves you cash
Games are cheap entertainment. If you did not yet know
that all Cougars games are free
of entry with a MRU student ID,
now you know. Also, the Cougars hockey teams play a mere
ten minute walk away from campus, across Crowchild Trail at
the Flames Community Arenas.
No cab fair — enough said. The
home opener had free Weaselhead wings offers, free swag
giveaways and cheap 50/50
tickets. Friday’s game, on Oct. 4,
featured the chance to win a free
GM Shaganappi car.

2. There is beer
Right above the Cougars’ arena is the Olympics Bar and Grill.
The bar features a selection of
on-tap brews and a food menu all
at decent price. You can’t bring
your beer to your seat, but you
can catch a window seat in the
bar. You can even play a game of
foosball or pool in between periods while sipping suds.

3. The hockey is
unreal
This isn’t your average hockey
league. MRU has an excellent
tradition in hockey, with both
coaches and players. “Did you
know that there are a number
of former Canada West head
coaches who are now currently
head coaches in the National
Hockey League? Some coaches

include Mike Babcock, Detroit
Red Wings; Willie Desjardin,
Vancouver Canucks; Bill Peters,
Carolina Hurricanes; and Barry
Trotz, Washington Capitals. All
of the players on the Canada
West teams have played either
major junior hockey or junior A
hockey in Canada. Many player
on the team will have the opportunity to play professionally
when their University careers
are complete,” says Gilling.

4. Off-ice activities
are growing
More promotions are to come
this season and some students
even start up on-location tailgates with DJs and BBQing. This
year the team is adding more
flash to games.
“We are working with Calgary
Light and Sound to enhance the
in game/party atmosphere. We
are also communicating with local establishments to partner on
events for students to have some
fun and get together for pre and
post-game activities,” says Gilling.

5. Get a stronger
university experience
Maria Bocaranda, taking English at MRU, came to the home
opener with some classmates.
She has only been to Canada for
nine months, and hockey helped
her get closer to campus. “I started going to Cougars games last

winter. Since hockey is the main
sport here, I wanted to learn
more about it. The experience
here is really good. I don’t play
any sports, but I really like coming out to watch. Every student
should come to a game to feel
more connected to the university.”

6. The atmosphere
rocks
Former Cougars basketball
player, Nikki Golding, showed
her support at the home opener.
She loves the environment.
“Excitement and enthusiasm
are contagious. For me, I just
love sports. I have a competitive
nature, so I love to watch. It’s a
really great space to meet likeminded people and to socialize.”
Deanna Klooster, second-year
criminal justice student, also
cheered the men on at the opener. She’s a huge hockey fan, but
says everybody should come out.
“The atmosphere here is so
exciting. These games are really great starters to get into the
sport. Really, it’s for everyone,
even if you don’t like the sport.
The games are a lot fun, and the
spirit is awesome. Anyone could
get into it.”

7. It makes a great
date night
It’s chilly in a hockey rink.
This means getting cuddly. Plus
there is enough going on that
there is never an awkward si-

Men’s hockey alumni and current assistant coach for the Estevan Bruins, Darnell Glass says
there are always sports people
hanging around the rink.
“After a while you start to get
to know the regulars, and socialize with people who play
on a variety of teams. For networking, these games are full of
hockey and other sports alumni.
Everyone here is really friendly
and willing to chat.”

9. Arrive together,
leave together
Glass is a long term hockey
rink veteran and has started
many great nights at the arena.
“I love coming back to watch
the games because it brings up
a lot of good memories. It’s nice
to have a top shelf bar here, you
can just come out have a couple
beers. A lot of the time, we stick
around after the game then head
out together afterwards.”

10. You get up close.
The rink is intimate, and you
don’t have to squint to see the
puck — no matter where you are
in the rink.
“You can tell this year the guys
are really working hard. It’s really some great fast-paced hockey.
It’s a small rink and you’re really
close to the action. You’re missing out if you’re not here,” say
Glass.
Was beer already mentioned?
Learn more about both hockey
teams and find the schedules at
mrucougars.ca.
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Volleyball and volunteering
go hand-in-hand at MRU
Cougars women’s volleyball team give back
to the community
Amanda Ducheminsky
Sports Editor
Finding the time to eat and shower during those busy periods of
school is hard enough, yet alone
taking the time to volunteer.
Mount Royal University’s
women’s volleyball team is making the time to help out in the
community.
“My weeks consist of about
four hours of class a day, with
a two hours of practice, and an
hour workout three to four times
a week. During the season, I
spend about 50 plus hours volunteering,” says team captain
Jenna Smith.
The team and its coaching staff
go above and beyond the Cougar
volunteer requirements. Smith
says she’s proud to help out, not
matter how busy she is.
“Volunteer hours can add up
pretty quickly. It’s all great work
though and very much worth
contributing back to our community and putting the Cougar
name out there in an extremely

positive way.”
Players host volleyball clinics,
teach the sport in elementary
schools and act as mentors with
female youth.
“As a team we do the Catholic
family services mentoring program. Every Tuesday night, we
are paired up with a mentee for
an hour. We get to know them
and teach them how to work as
a team to establish positive outlooks in school and how to live
an overall healthy life.”
The players take the role model position seriously. Smith says
she gets to hear the mentees stories first hand.
“We act as mentors and positive role models in the girls’
lives,” says Smith. “It humbles us
to hear the struggles that young
girls often face. As mentors, we
have to learn to step outside of
our comfort zones to reach out
in order to better understand
where they are in their lives to be
able to make a positive impact.”
Smith has been a MRU volleyball player for four years.
Each year, she sees the same

“Regardless of
what’s going on
in your life or the
stress you may
experience,
it’s about
dedication.
Doing what I
love every day is
something I’m
grateful for.”
sort of community involvement
from the team. One of her favourite memories is the Bowling Between Friends event that
the team participates in twice a
Photo courtesy: Cougar Athletics
year. During the event, the Cou- Jenna Smith is the captain of the volleyball team and acts
gars spend the day bowling with as a positive role model by volunteering in the community.
adults with mental and physical
time in your schedule to help out
Roar with pride for MRU’s
disabilities.
can
be
difficult,
but
if
you’re
paswomen’s
volleyball players and
“It’s an absolute riot. It’s too
sionate
you
can
take
on
the
chalstaff
at
their
home opener game
fun getting to know such inspirlenge.
at
6
p.m.
on
Friday, Oct. 10. To
ing people while sharing their
“Regardless
of
what’s
going
on
see
the
full
team
schedule visit
passion for sports. We exchange
in
your
life
or
the
stress
you
may
mrucougars.com.
a ton of laughs and enjoy relaxing and playing with an incred- experience, it’s about dedication.
Doing what I love every day is
ible group of people.”
As a leader, Smith says making something I’m grateful for.”

Study an internationally accredited
Doctor of Veterinary Medicine in
Melbourne, Australia
Find out more about the exceptional student experience
at go.unimelb.edu.au/225n
Canada various 6x6.21inches.indd 1
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The MRU women’s volleyball team is taking the time to help the community by getting the
players to volunteer and make a difference.
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Missed club days?
Keep your competitive edge and join a club
Amanda Ducheminsky

MRU Squash Club

Sports Editor

Operating for a few years with
30 – 80 existing members
Treasurer: Melanie Dyck

Have fun, meet friends and stay
mentally and physically fit with
MRU clubs. Check out some of
this year’s promising groups:

Board Game Club
3rd year club with pre-existing
members and summer participation
President: Thomas Scholten
“The Board Game Club meets
up every week. Our goal is to
bring people together, have fun,
play games and build a strong
community at Mount Royal. We
play a large variety of games.
Boards games are a fun competative way to keep mentally
fit. Altough, as a member all you
have to do is show up and be
ready to learn something new.”
Email:
boardgameclubMRU@gmail.com

“This club promotes squash
in the Mount Royal community. We have drop-ins, tournaments and team opportunities.
We also offer meet and greets
where people can socialize and
compete against one another.
You can also be a part of an MRU
team for the chance to compete
against Calgary wide teams.”
Email:
mrusquashbox@gmail.com

The School of Flow
Professional instructors and
weekly meetings
Volunteer: Kali Brooks
“This is a club where you get
to play with props. With enough
practice, you might even get the
opportunity to light stuff on fire.
Props include hula hoops, double sticks, juggling and more. It’s

about playing, learning and exercising while learning from professionals. Other intermediate
level students help teach too.”
Email: schoolflow@gmail.com

Cubs Dance Team
2nd year club pros
recreational
Volunteer: Amanda Bray

and

“The Cubs Dance Team is an
intense competitive dance team
that create weekly routines to
perform at different competitions. You can also join the recreational side which offers a bunch
of different styles of dance. The
club is not just limited to the
pros, it includes a wide range
of skills. Routines are broken
down step by step, and you can
really become more comfortable
with who you are by trying out
dance.”
Email:
justdancemru@gmail.com

Photo courtesy: Facebook

The Squash Club held its 2014 MRU Open last February.
Find more about this and other clubs at samru.ca/clubs,
or contact SAMRU Clubs Coordinator Amber Stallard at
a.stallard@samru.ca.

Ski Club at MRU
Biggest club at MRU
VP of Communications:
Neil Hilts
“We organize trips to ski hills,
and we have a social side outside
of skiing, with a lot of bar discounts. The club also organizes

samru.ca

carpooling for those that maybe
don’t know enough people to go
skiing. You can come out to our
day trips or our bar nights. We
have the best events, and it’s a
really great way to meet others
who are into skiing and snowboarding.”
Email: mruskiclub@gmail.com

samru.ca

Wyckham House Food Kiosks
Fresh, tasty food from independently-owned outlets - Yum.

Many thanks to all the Wyckham House tenants for providing $13,000
each year towards Students’ Association scholarships and bursaries.
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Reflector Cougar of the week
#3 Jordan Or, libero on the
Cougars men’s volleyball team
Jesse Yardley

on things.

Contributor
Jordan Or is a third year history
major at Mount Royal University.
He also plays as libero for the
Cougars men’s volleyball team.
Catch him on the court sporting
#3.

What is your best
quality as a player?
My presence on the court is a
quality I take great pride in. Being
able to control defensive elements of the game is extremely
important to me. Physically, my
quickness allows me to make
plays.

How do you balance
school and sports?
I wish I had the perfect answer to
that! For me, it’s making sure you
leave yourself time to vent and relax. It’s always easy to overstress

#s

How important is
team chemistry and
why?
It ’s extremely impor tant.
Volleyball might be one of the
greatest examples of how team
chemistry truly elevates the level
of a team. Since the sport is so
fast paced, there isn’t any room
for team members to be on different pages. Bonding with my team
is one of the things. You always
know that they have your back
and they’re taking care of you.

What is your longterm career goal?
My mom’s been asking me that
for years, and I haven’t come up
with the answer yet. I’d like to explore how far I can go with volleyball, whether that’s training with
a national team centre or maybe
exploring overseas a little bit.

3rd

place was
awarded to
Canada’s Brooke Henderson
in the World Junior Girls
Golf Championship.

Photo: Jesse Yardley

Jordan Or, takes pride about his presence on the court and his physical quickness that allows him to make the plays. Volleyball is so fast paced and it’s important to have good chemistry amongst the team members, knowing that they will have your back on the court.

20-

season NFL
Jacksonville
Jaquar mascot is taking
heat after Sunday’s “towels
carry Ebola” game day sign.

6th-

rank Women’s
Tennis
Association player in the
world is held by Canadian
Eugenie Bouchard.

2014

is the 7th
year of
PinkPower in the CFL for
breast cancer awareness.

Mini Crowchild Classic tailgate party
Friday, Oct. 4 @ Flames Community Arenas

reflector
the

Reflector Publications
Society of Calgary
2014 Annual General Meeting
Tuesday, Oct. 21, 2014 at 12:00 noon
Food Court Area, Wyckham House
Photo courtesy: Addison Asuchak

All credit students are members of the Reflector
Publications Society and are entitled to vote at
society meetings.

Wearing blue and white, students come out to support the
Cougars hockey team. The MRU home opener was against the
U of C Dinos, with the final score being 2-1 for the Cougars.

Cougars fans had fun showing school spirit and played
bonding games while waiting for the first men’s hockey
game of the season to start.

Photo courtesy: Addison Asuchak

Please visit our website at
www.TheReflector.ca
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